
All my best

Dave Niblock
Rocknations Youth Pastor

Dear Friend,

There are many incredible young people who are overcoming adversity and challenge every 
day, yet these are not profiled enough. Honouring is a powerful principle. To ‘Honour one 
another above yourselves’, is a selfless concept that brings recognition where it is due and 
highlights success in the face of adversity. 

Do you know someone who is facing difficulties and has had tremendous challenges in life, 
but has chose not to give up? Or maybe someone who has inspired and cared for others even 
when they have been going through personal difficulties? If you do, please take a moment 
to consider nominating that person to receive an Honour Trophy, at this years Rocknations 
conference. At Rocknations 2009 we launched this initiative and honoured amazing people.
It proved to be incredible moment for those being honoured and for all present. 

At Rocknations this year we are looking to honour young people between the ages of 12 and 
30 who have overcome adversity and are making a difference with their lives. Therefore we 
have produced this nomination pack to recommend the person you are thinking of for an 
Honour award. 

Simply fill out the nomination form contained in this pack and send it to us, along with a photo 
of the person. Then we will review your application and get back in touch with you.
Please note that we want to keep the nominations as a surprise, so do not let them know you 
are nominating them. If the application is successful we would need you to keep this a secret 
until the night of conference when they are honoured.

Nomination Criteria

–  Age 12-30
–  Someone who has overcome adversity, difficulty or hardship and is an inspiration to their peers
–  Someone who has a strong faith in Christ and continues to help others despite their challenges
–  Someone that is a part of your local church or youth ministry

You must submit your nomination by the 15th of July. 
Looking forward to hearing from you soon!



Name:

Name:

Age:

Age:

Home church:

Youth Pastor:

Telephone:

Your relationship to the nominee(friend, youth pastor etc):

Complete the next sheet to explain why you want to nominate this person. Remember, this nomination is 
confidential. Do not tell the person you are putting forward that you’ve nominated them.

Please remember to attach a photograph of the nominee with this form and then post the completed form 
back to us at:

Rocknations Honours – Fee Crawford
LIFE Church, Wapping Road, Bradford, BD3 0EQ, UK

Rocknations Honour Award nomination form

Nominee Details

Your Details



Why do you want to nominate this person?


